
Redged RTA-432 Steady Series Tripod Aluminium

Titanium tubes

Aluminum alloy with a protective top layer of titanium, which is harder 

than aluminum. 

Non-rotation legs

Because of the non-rotation system, all locks of the legs can be opened 

at the same time, in one movement. This makes setting up is a matter 

of seconds.

Lever Locking clamps

Fast and easy setup, this locking system does not protect against sand/

dust entering the legs. For general use.

Three leg positions

Besides the normal position, the tripod offers the extra low position for 

low viewpoints and ground level macro subjects, and a middle position 

for tabletop photography and macro photography (fl owers, insects, etc.).

Column locking ring with wings

The center locking ring features wings that help ensure tight locking of 

the center column when heavy photographic gear is placed on the tripod. 

Rubber seals prevent sand from entering 

the locking mechanism. 

Reversible column

By inverting the center column, it is possible to achieve extra low 

camera positions and low macro shots.  This is also useful for making 

reproductions of fl at objects.

Two part center column

For low-level use of the tripod, the lower part of the center column can 

be removed. 

Stability hook

Specially designed for attaching extra weight (a photo bag, or a bag with 

sand, stones), to increase the stability of the tripod. 

Reversible mounting screw

The center mounting stud is removable.  On one side is a ¼ mounting 

tread; the second end has a 3/8 thread.  This allows the tripod to be 

used with every professional head on the market or can be used with 

other accessory attachments.

Rubber feet with spikes

Universal rubber feet with retractable spikes are suitable for all surfaces. 

All weather foam grip

Luxurious foam leg covers allow for easy handling and convenience 

in lower temperatures.

Leveling bubble

High precision leveling bubble helps make perfectly leveled shots.

Tripod bag included

Every tripod is supplied with a high quality tripod bag.

EAN/UPC

Sections: 
4

Max. Load

165 cm
5.41 feet

15 cm
5.90 inch

8718053810904

24 mm
0.94 inch

55 cm
1.78 feet

141 cm
4.62 feet

720x120x120 mm
28.3x4.7x4.7 inch

2,2 kg
4.85 lb

 
15 kg
33.07 lb

Material Carbon Fiber

Technical Details


